These images are part of a larger project that explores multispecies relations in city space; how we humans can, and do, and must practice shifting our attention in acknowledgment of the others with whom we share land and our homes. For me, this shift in attention necessitates a kind of deeply reflective practice—deliberate and performative at first, but soon an embodied memory.

Using macro photography, these pieces reflect one way of attending to a different scale and tempo of multispecies life. Here, I attune visually to the Catalpa leaf: a non-native tree transplanted to Toronto, for ornamental purposes. Importantly, attuning to the Catalpa leaf also shifts my conception of time and futurity. The present future is no longer solely anthropocentric but, rather, planthropocentric as well.\(^1\)

We hold stories and memories in the tissues of our bodies, and these fleshy materials that compose us also create the patterns of our sensing and doing. Our tissues are sources of knowledge and of retention, and how they re-act tends to inform how we are able to relate. I believe this to be true of human-animals, and I believe it to be true of plants.\(^2\) If our bodies are capable of carrying so much experience and expression, what then might other multispecies bodies be capable of holding onto? What patterns or stories might other tissues retain or carry into the composition of the future?

Notes
\(^1\) For more on plant-sensing, and the notion of the “planthropocene,” please see the work of Natasha Myers (https://natashamyers.wordpress.com/); in particular, “How to grow livable worlds.”
\(^2\) See Gagliano et al.
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